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Abstract
This paper describes a fuzzy logic application for improving the variable speed and blade pitch wind
turbine performance. The simulated model is going to be implemented using a programmable logic
controller as the fuzzy controller designed. The used fuzzy controller as well as improving transition
between power optimization and power limitation of the wind turbine at rated wind speed, it also
permits to improve the captured wind energy at high wind speed working conditions using wind speed
as input controller.
Keywords: Fuzzy Control, variable Speed Wind Turbines, Blade Pitch Control, Torque Control,
Power Optimization.

1. Introduction
The power coefficient Cp is the ratio between
mechanic power and the power captured from
the wind. The ratio between blade speed and
wind speed is the tip-speed-ratio λ.
There are two control methods to limit the
captured wind power at high wind speed from
12.5 to 25 m/s [1]. Stall regulation is a passive
control, which uses turbulences to decrease
power coefficient Cp [2]. This control method
provides a power that is smaller than rated
power. The other strategy of control based on
blade-pitch control permit to keep constant the
rated power. Variable speed, horizontal axis grid
integration wind turbines using torque and bladepitch control improve the captured wind energy
[1][3][4][5]. In this work these control methods
will be used. Maximum power coefficient Cp
and optimum tip-speed-ratio λ will be achieved
using blade pitch control. These kinds of wind
turbines with torque and blade-pitch linear
control provide an excellent performance of the
closed loop system [1][3][4]. However, this
performance can be enhanced by using fuzzy
control.

Proper design of fuzzy controllers makes them
superior to traditional linear control techniques
[6]. Relevant fuzzy logic applications can be
found in non-linear control because a properly
designed fuzzy controller can outperform
traditional PI and PID controllers [7][8]. The
application of fuzzy logic makes it possible to
find efficient solutions in complicated systems
designed from the human experience [9].
The heuristic approach used in this work
improves the performance of the closed loop
system.
The presented paper is based on the previous
developed work explained in [11]. Using the
wind speed as a new input of the fuzzy
controller, an improvement of the speed control
and captured energy at high wind speed is
achieved.

2. Description of the dynamic system.
The wind turbine is controlled by exclusively
one fuzzy controller. This controller is used for
blade pitch controlling at high wind speed and
for torque controlling at low wind speed.

A non-linear model of the wind turbine from the
inputs is used. In reference [3] the model of the
wind turbine used in this work is presented.
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Figure.1. Structure of the proposed fuzzy controller

A frequency converter decouples the generator
from the grid, allowing the rotor speed to vary
by controlling the generator reaction torque [5].
This power converter works as a driver,
controlling the torque generator by using a
vectorial control strategy. Since mechanic
response is slower than electric response, the
dynamic of the electric generator is not included
in the wind turbine model. The designed system
is controlled by a torque command. This
command is instantaneously transmitted to the
shaft. It will be the load torque of the wind
turbine. The following equation provides the
expression of the aerodynamic torque of the
wind turbine.
QL = ρCp(λ)πR5wL2/2λ3
(1)
For steady state operation at tip speed ratio for
optimum power coefficient, Cpo, the equation
can be reduced to:
QL = ρCpo(λ)πR5 wL 2/2λo3 = Kλ wL 2
(2)
This equation is often used for open loop
variable speed control of a wind turbine. When
the generator torque demand is set to Kλ wL 2.
Where wL is the measured generator speed. This
ensures that in the steady state the turbine will

work with an optimum tip speed ratio and the
corresponding maximum power coefficient.
If pitch angle control is used in the system along
with variable speed, better performance is
obtained. The power and speed can be limited
through rotor pitch regulation.
At low winds it is possible to maximize energy
capture following a constant tip speed ratio load
line which corresponds to operation at the
maximum power coefficient. During that time,
the pitch angle is adjusted to a constant value,
the maximum power pitch angle. At very low
wind speed it is not possible to follow this curve
because there is a minimum allowed operating
speed. Then the wind turbine is operated at a
constant speed Wmin.
At high wind speed it is necessary to limit the
torque Qn or power Pn of the generator to a
constant value. The main problem is to control
the speed at rate value with high wind speed and
high variation of this. The main objective in this
work is to obtain a high performance control
system achieving rated rotor speed (1500 rpm)
and optimizing the obtained power.

3. Fuzzy controller description
The developed control system has integrated a
fuzzy controller for torque and blade pitch
control. The fuzzy sets have been heuristically

defined. Given the rules and membership
functions, the fuzzy controller produces the crisp
and continuous nonlinear input/output (I/O) map
[10].
In Figure 1 the structure of the proposed fuzzy
controller is shown for 12 m/s wind speed. The
inputs of the fuzzy controller are the speed error,
the measured rotor speed and wind speed. The
outputs are the reference angle and the reference
electrical torque.
The fuzzy controller employs normalized
triangle membership functions. The fuzzy rules
and membership functions have been designed to
optimize the captured power at low wind speed
and to limit the captured power at high wind
speed. The transition between control regions is
improved.
The resulting control surfaces for torque and
pitch blade control are shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4 respectively.

4. Simulation results
In this work, the fuzzy control strategy as well as
allows to extract a small improvement in energy
capture in low and high wind speed, they can
also enhance performance in the transition
between power optimization and power
limitation in rated wind speed. This model has
been implemented with MATLAB (Simulink)
software. Simulations from different wind speed
inputs cases show better results for the fuzzy
control system if it is compared with the linear
control system. It is used for improving wind
energy capture.
Figure 5 shows the wind speed used for the
simulations. The mean speed is 20m/s that is
considered here as high wind speed. In this case
the system works almost all the time above the
transition zone.
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Fig.5. Wind speed used for the simulations.
Fig.3. Fuzzy surface for Torque

Fig. 6 - 7 show the power captured by linear
controller and Fuzzy controller respectively.
Simulation results in high wind speed conditions
(20 m/s mean value) are shown in table I.
As it is shown in table I, Fuzzy controller over
conventional linear controller presents better
speed and blade pitch control at high wind
speed, also, captured power has been increased
about 0.8%.

4. Conclusions

Fig.4. Fuzzy surface for Angle.

In this work, a fuzzy logic application has been
developed for improving speed control and
captured energy for variable speed and blade
pitch wind turbine.

This paper presents a dynamic model of a
variable speed wind turbine using torque and
blade-pitch
fuzzy control. Simulation results show the
robustness of the fuzzy controller. Soft and
nonlinear control actions of this controller can
improve the wind turbine performance at low,
rated and high wind speed. The wind speed
information has been used to improve the speed
control in high wind speed and also captured
power has been increased. The presented model
is going to be implemented using a
programmable logic controller as the fuzzy
controller designed. Experimental results are
expected to agree satisfactorily thus showing the
robustness of the fuzzy controllers.
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Fig.6. Generator Power for the rated wind time series of
the PI Control System
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Table I. Simulation results at high wind speed (20m/s
average value)
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